RED tasks My Instant Recall Rainbow Targets
NB: These are activities to try at home to help towards your child’s maths target, these are just
examples please practise in as many different ways as possible as this will reinforce and consolidate
understanding of each target.
a.)

To write my numbers to 10 accurately

Activity: Adult to say a number (0-10) and child to write in figures accurately. Complete in sand,
salt, playground chalks, water, on an ipad and in the air.
b.)

To say the days of the week and know which day comes next

Activity: Learn the following songs and ask questions about which day comes next
To the tune of Frere Jacques ~
These are all the
da-ays of the we-ek,
Sing with me,
Sing with me.
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
Saturday
A day to play.
To the tune of Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star ~
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday too.
Wednesday, Thursday just for you.
Friday, Saturday that's the end .
Now let's say those days again!
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday!

c.)

To write my numbers to 20 accurately

Activity: Adult to say a number (0-20) and child to write in figures accurately. Complete in sand,
salt, playground chalks, water, on an ipad and in the air.

d.)

To recognise regular 2d shapes (square, circle, triangle, pentagon and
hexagon)

Activity: Children to name the shapes below. Encourage children to find these shapes in their
house, garden and local area, draw the shapes together and create shape pictures.

e.)

To say the seasons of the year and know what happens in each season

Activity: Name the 4 seasons and talk about the weather in each and what season it is currently.
Use the 4 season’s picture below to help, for example adult says snowman, child to reply winter,
leaves falling off trees
= autumn, sunshine = summer and
spring = flowers
beginning to grow etc.

f.)

To answer a selection of questions based on the above red targets

Activity: Complete a mixture of the above activities to reinforce understanding.

